
Tel Aviv PA Terrorist Attack
–  12  Stabbed,  Three
Seriously: “I Feel Blood All
Over My Body”
 

Tel Aviv Stabbing Attack Scene

Source: Assi Divlinsky, Magen David Adom

A  23  year  old  man  from  the  Tulkarem  in  the  Palestinian
Authority territory, Hamza Mohammed Hassan Matruk, boarded Dan
 Bus 40 in Tel Aviv this morning stabbed the bus driver
virtually  sealing  the  doors.  He  proceeded  to  stab  12,
including passengers and street passersby’s, three seriously
with injuries to the head and neck. A passenger opened the
door,  whereupon  the  assailant  Matruk  fled  continuing  his
bloody  assault  on  the  street.  Members  of  Israel’s  Elite
Nachshon Prison Service riding in a car directly behind the
bus gave chase shot Matruk, wounding him and apprehended the
assailant. PM Netanyahu is a statement cited the Nachshon team
for their actions but also attributed the terrorist attack to
incitement by the Palestinian Authority.  Hamas immediately
acclaimed  Matruk  for  his  ‘heroic”  act  of  resistance.  
Meanwhile, Hamas is forming an Army of Liberation in Gaza
enlisting teenagers for more attacks against Israel emboldened
by  EU  General  Court  decision  lifting  the  “terrorist
designation”.   The  US  Consulate  may  also  be  complicit  in
supporting this  “liberation Army” and  on the west Bank
These   developments  are   the  subject  of   coincidental  
articles published today  by the Gatestone Institute  articles
authored by  Khaled Abu Tomeh and Shoshana Bryen of the Jewish
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Policy Center.

Watch these  Israel Video Network breaking news videos of the
Tel Aviv bus terror ramapage

Arutz Sheva, Israel National News reported the grisly details
in an article, ‘I Feel Blood All Over My Body‘:

A chilling recording of a phone call to the Magen David
Adom (MDA) emergency line placed at 7:28 a.m., during the
blamed  the  PA‘s  incessant  incitement  to  terrorism  as
causing the attack.

Netanyahu noted the Tel Aviv terror action in the wake of the
Paris and Belgium atrocities and  PA unity government moves to
sue Israel in the ICC:

“The attack is a direct result of the toxic incitement
spread by the Palestinian Authority (PA) against Jews and
their state,” charged Netanyahu, joining other MKs who
earlier  placed  the  blame  squarely  on  PA  chairman
MahmoudParis, in welcome this act are Hamas, the unity
government partner of Abu Mazen (Abbas). This is the same
Hamas that said it will sue Israel in the International
Criminal Court (ICC) in the Hague.”

The Arutz Sheva report noted the quick action by the Israeli
Prison Service Nachshon personnel:

Matruk, after exiting the bus and stabbing several more
victims on the street, fled to an adjacent street where he
was shot in the leg and arrested by the Israel Prisons
Service’s elite Nachshon unit, members of which happened
to be driving behind the bus when the attack took place.

A picture of the terrorist can be seen below (those unable
to see the embedded Twitter post should click
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